Destruction of the African mind alleged

By Shawn Smith
Staff Writer

Dr. Molefi Asante presented his views on the miseducation of students and the destruction of the African mind because of Eurocentric thinking and teachings in a lecture which was part of Black History Month.

The Black Student Cooperative Union (BSCU) sponsored Dr. Asante of Temple University as part of the February celebration.

Dr. Asante claims that Europeans were famous book-burners, destroying valuable information on the historical significance of great civilizations. He asserts that this served to eradicate any sense of African identity so that the Europeans could truly conquer their society.

Another reason for the development of myths about African civilization is the distortion of information. This was due to the Europeans’ desire to change names and history to make it their own.

He gives as an example many of the names of African kingdoms and countries which Europeans changed to reflect their identity. Some names, he says, were changed simply because the Europeans were unable to pronounce the original.

Asante says that the most outrageous form of miseducation comes in the form of fabrication. Most of the old myths surrounding African culture, like cannibalism and savagery, have been propagated by those hostile toward the African people.

Asante believes that this hostility emerged because of the enslavement of Africa. He stated that it would seem a cruel paradox to give “credit for the most monumental civilization in the world” to Africa, when the outcome of this civilization was the enslavement of its peoples.

Asante has other reasons for claiming educational misinformation: chronological sabotage (crediting European inventors with previous African discoveries); atomism (isolating events); radical nomenclaturing (changing of names); invented illusions (myths); omission of significant data; distortion of existing data; creation of new reference bases (“Eurocentric”); and the presentation of Africa as a stagnant civilization.

To combat the biases in American education, Asante encourages students to “read on your own,” because, he claims, faculty members will not teach students about African achievements.

It is important to learn about such achievements and celebrate African history every day, he says, because “every day an African American has achieved something.”

SGA News
Legislature opposes eviction

By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer

A resolution was passed by the SGA legislature opposing any relocation of Players from room 126 in the Student Center to make space for the School of Fine and Performing Arts (SFPF).

Players is a class I organization of the SGA and is dedicated to the performing arts. Since their eviction from the Memorial Auditorium in the Spring ‘86, they have been wholly independent of the SFPF. Some legislators expressed their disapproval of the SFPF’s possible plans based on their action against Players in 1986.

According to Associate Dean of Students, James Harris, there is a slim possibility that Players will be thrown out. Any relocation of Players would prohibit them from staging three performances per year as provided for in their constitution.

After a long heated debate, the SGA voted down emergency legislation allowing $766 to the ski team, a Class II organization of the SGA. This money was to be used for the Rutgers Invitational at Hunter Mountain in New York.

Although a majority of the legislators voted in favor of the bill, it did not receive the two-thirds vote that was needed.

“The SGA would have probably passed the bill provided the ski club had prepared for the appropriations committee and SGA meetings,” said SGA vice-president, Lisa Harris.

The ski team had not provided a bank statement as prescribed by SGA statutes.

An extension of two hours will go into effect for Sprague Library on Saturdays, beginning on March 5th.

“The college administration has listened very intently to the students concerning library hours. I think getting money into the budget for more library staff is a statement that means you have been heard. When students graduate, we wish for more opportunities to study and to learn, then all members of the college community should listen,” said Dean of Students, Dr. Edward Martin.

The college administration has budgeted money allowing the library to remain open Mon. through Thur. till 11 p.m. beginning next Fall. However, a final decision with regard to the permanent extension of library hours will be made in the near future.

A motion to decharter Alpha Iota Chi (AIX), a class III of the SGA was defeated by the legislature. According to SGA statutes, any infraction of a charter is grounds for dechartering by the legislative branch.

The violation was in an oversight by AIX to state that they are a class III organization of the SGA in a recent flyer.

A few legislators recommended setting up a system of finding a “minor” violation instead of dechartering.

The SGA approved the petition and election dates for the 1988-89 elections. These dates and times will be announced at a future date.

Retailing program’s success leads to recruiting by firms

Whether it is a job as a fashion consultant for Macy’s, a buyer for Bloomingdales, or a store manager for the Limited, MSC’s retail merchandising and management program prepares students for it.

The retail merchandising and management program is part of the School of Business Administration’s business education and office systems administration (BEOSA) department.

This comparatively new program, which was started in 1981, prepares undergraduates for successful careers in retailing. Its reputation in the short time it has been operating has attracted executive training managers of the best retailing stores to visit our campus.

Ernest Buffalino, the executive training manager from Saks 5th Ave’s, said, “I can always depend on the retail graduates of MSC, and thus I recruit them every time I need someone.”

This opinion is shared by recruiters of many stores who meet with the graduating retail class annually. The high standard of the program is also evident from the success of MSC graduates in the field.

Jeff Meher of the MSC graduating class of 1986, now the metropolitan representative for Izod Corporation, told the undergraduate retailing club (Delta Epsilon Chi) that his MSC education introduced him to many opportunities in retailing after graduation.

Randi Silverstein graduated in the same year and decided to open up her own business selling lingerie to retailers. She imports merchandise from Hong Kong and sells it to area department and specialty stores.

The retailing program prepares students for many types of careers.

Rosann Pepe obtained her job as a fashion consultant for Macy’s customers too busy to shop for themselves. She is now “Macy’s by Appointment” manager for its Livingston store.

Macy’s has recognized the quality of the retail program by awarding it with a $500 annual scholarship. The department is negotiating for a similar award from Abraham & Straus (A&S) and Stern’s.

The retail program’s students work in retail stores, participate in the fully paid internship program, and are involved in the Retailing Club. The club and its honor society provide students with leadership situations as well as in active social activities.

The courses in buying, salesmanship, and retailing are very popular with retail majors and other business majors. They are also open to all students as electives.

Students interested in the retail merchandising and management program should contact Dr. Joseph Hecht at 893-4721 or Dr. McGinnis at 893-4272.

Dr. Joseph Hecht is coordinator of the retail merchandising and management Program.
EARN YOUR CREDITS ABROAD.
The College Consortium for International Studies (CCIS) is composed of 170 American Universities and Colleges. The CCIS offers 17 semester and year-long study abroad programs.

Accredited Programs • Affordable Programs
Financial Aid Available

- England
- Israel
- Ireland
- Germany
- Spain
- Italy
- Denmark
- Scotland
- Switzerland
- Mexico
- Canada
- France
- China
- Sweden
- Portugal
- Colombia
- Ecuador
- Scotland
- St. Patrick's College
- Maynooth

1987-88 Over 1500 US Students Registered for CCIS Programs.

English is the instructional language in all programs. Six hours of the language of the host country is required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1987-88</th>
<th>Fall Semester</th>
<th>In Dublin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>St. Patrick's College Maynooth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Look like wands*
*Can bring luck and success*
*Can improve relationships*
*Can promote healing*

Approx. 2
$5.00 w/pouch

Send check or MO to
New Age Crystal Co.
P.O. Box 43217
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

We are the result of everything we take into ourselves. Human beings are complex organisms including: body, mind, spirit, emotions, and relationships. All of these areas influence each other. For example, if I accidentally hit my thumb with a hammer, it is more than a physical experience ("I hit myself"). It is an emotional experience (Ouch! That hurt like h---!). It might also be a psychological experience (I sure am stupid!).

The point is that everything affects everything else.

If our body suffers from a poor diet, it will affect every other aspect of our life whether clearly visible or not. We are much more conscious these days of the food we eat and the additives they contain. We take better care of our bodies. College is a good place to feed our minds. Ask yourself this question, "What am I doing to take care of the rest of me—spirit, emotions, and relationships?"

This thought is sponsored by the Protestant Foundation 684-4816

A Class III org. of the SGA

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
"YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT"

REV. Ed Wilder

TYPING
LOWEST PRICES—
FASTEST SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS
RESUMES”REPORTS”THESIS
ENGINEERING”MEDICAL”LEGAL
"WE TEACH LOTUS”
CAF WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE
368-3934

ON SALE NOW!
SAVE up to $60 on GOLD RINGS!

Class Rings
Now is the time to make your choice.
Because every ArtCarved college ring - from handsome traditional to contemporary styles - is on sale now!
You'll be impressed with the fine ArtCarved craftsmanship that's backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty. And you'll appreciate the savings. Don't miss out!
Campus Police Report

Car thieves arrested

By Paul Mampilly
Assignment Editor

A campus police patrol found a car idling with nobody in it. Further surveillance of the area led to the arrest of two individuals who were observed breaking into another car.

The two suspects confessed to the two car break-ins on that night and at least two others. They were both arraigned in Little Falls municipal court on Feb. 16. The individuals are not MSC students.

The campus police requests that if anyone has lost items from their cars on either Feb. 11 or Feb. 13 to check with campus police.

Firecrackers were used to blow a mailbox off the wall at Clove Road on Feb. 15 at 11:30 p.m. That same night residents of certain apartments started throwing firecrackers out of the window.

Two bomb threats were received by Blanton Hall. The first was received at 2:43 a.m. and the second at 4 a.m. on Feb. 12. In both cases the building was evacuated and nothing was found.

The administration is handling a complaint made by a female student of harassment by her ex-boyfriend on Feb. 10. He was apparently drunk at the time.

A student reported that she had been bitten by a dog in the Student Center mall area on Feb. 10. She fell as a result of the bite. The incident occurred at 9:30 p.m.

The graduate student office reported that a book case was stolen. The theft occurred between 8 p.m. Feb. 8 and 9 a.m. Feb. 9.

A 1985 Chrysler was cut between 9:45 a.m. and 1 p.m. on Feb. 8. The car was parked in Lot 4 at the time of the theft.

Seventy cassettes and a backpack with books was stolen from a 1980 Nissan between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. on Feb. 11.

A 1987 Mitsubishi was broken into on the same night between the same hours. The stereo was found partially removed. Suspects were seen fleeing in a vehicle. They were not apprehended.

A 1987 Ford Bronco was broken into and a compact disc player and a amplifier was stolen from it. The theft occurred between 9 a.m. and 12 noon on Feb. 11 in lot 30.

In the Feb. 11 Campus Police Report, it was indicated that two people overdosed on undisclosed narcotics on Feb. 4. The Montclarion would like to clarify that the individuals were not MSC students.

Eye on MSC

Frank Perdue’s Divine Miss Prime visited MSC offering some future students hot and spicy wings and chicken nuggets. The taste tester was set up at the college bookstore and attracted students, both young and old.
Summer Sessions ’88
at MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY 07043

ADVERTISED REGISTRATION MARCH 23 - APRIL 8, 1988
(May 15 for drop-off completion of Registration Office of the Registrar: Montclair State College. Upper
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043 Students will be billed for tuition and fees.)

PERSONAL REGISTRATION MAY 26, JUNE 6, JUNE 7, and JUNE 8. Students will be billed for fees beginning M. JUNE 2 - JUNE 7. Last names beginning A-L June 6 and JUNE 7 are for all registrations that begin on or after June 6. Payment of tuition and fees will be due at the time of submitting registration.

Graduate students who are in good academic standing are and are enrolled in a regionally accredited college or university do not file an Application for Admission to Montclair State College. Visiting student registration information can be published in the 1988 Summer Sessions catalog. Students may participate in Advanced Registration or In-Person Registration.

Students who have been accepted by a regionally accredited college or university to begin their studies in the fall of the semester must follow procedures for registering. This early schedule announcement is subject to change. Complete Admissions, Registration and visiting student information will appear in the 1988 Summer Sessions catalog available in late March.

Weeks: Summer Sessions are conducted on a six-week schedule. Attendees may register for two to six-week sessions.

BEGINNING TENNIS
T 2001 200 Educational Psychology
R 1509 106 Logic
H 1004 100 Class Piano for Non-Mus. Maj
F 0509 443 Industrial Marketing
P 2205 110 Intro to Amerian Civilization

STUDENTS who have completed a four-year college degree and are enrolled in a regionally accredited college or university do not file an Application for Admission to Montclair State College. Visiting student registration information can be published in the 1988 Summer Sessions catalog. Students may participate in Advanced Registration or In-Person Registration.
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MUSICIANS NEEDED
ARE COLLEGE COSTS GETTING YOU DOWN? DO YOU NEED EXTRA CASH FOR CAR PAYMENTS OR RENT?
FOR 1 WEEKEND A MONTH AND 2 WEEKS A YEAR... WE CAN OFFER YOU:
• Yearly Income Of At Least $2000
• Tuition Assistance for Full & Part Time
  Students Pursuing an Associates, Bachelor's or Master’s Degree.

— MAKE YOUR LIFE A LITTLE EASIER —
LET YOUR MUSIC WORK FOR YOU!

NOW!
IS THE TIME TO JOIN THE
50th ARMORED DIVISION BAND
New Jersey Army National Guard
East Orange, New Jersey

FOR MORE INFORMATION WITH NO OBLIGATION CALL TODAY
201-414-4279 1-800-792-8396

Thursday Night is College Night with the return of THE PIE FIGHTS also 50¢ MUGS of Draft COORS and BUD $3 Pitchers with College ID call 772-9687
175 Jewell St. (Corner of Lanza) Garfield

A102
Intro. to The Short Story

When Carla told me that my date was a little short, I thought she was
talking dollars and cents, not feet and inches. So there I was at the door, in
my spiked heels, staring at the top of my date's head.

All I could think was, how do I get myself out of this? I could imagine
how my legs would ache if I had to walk around with my knees bent all evening.

So to stall for time, while figuring out how to fake malaria, I made us
some Double Dutch Chocolate. When I brought it into the living
room, I discovered that Gary was a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after my own heart. Okay, I decided I'd give him a chance. So we
sat down and saw each other face-to-face for the first time. He had a
nice smile.

After some small talk—I mean
conversation—I discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both have minia-
ture schnauzers. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
and Scharzi next week.

General Foods' International Coffees.
Share the feeling.
LAKE PLACID SKI WEEKEND
FEBRUARY 19th - 21st

INCLUDES:
* Transportation
* Hotel & Meals
* 2 Bars - Restaurant & Entertainment

2 People per room - $145 per person
3 People per room - $140 per person
4 People per room - $135 per person

DEPOSIT DUE FEBRUARY 12th

Scholarships Available
Five Awards Sponsored by
N.J. Bell Telephone Co. (2)
Bergen County Retired Educators Assn. (2)
Gary L. Palumbo Scholarship (1)

Applications available in Financial Aid and School Deans' Offices

Deadline Extended to March 1, 1988

To The Class of '88:
Career Opportunities
Formal Training Program
Positions Throughout The Northeast
State Farm Insurance, one of the world's largest automobile insurance companies, offers career opportunities for individuals interested in the insurance industry.

- Management Trainees
- Underwriter Trainees
- Claims Representative Trainees

If you plan to graduate this semester, talk to us about your future. Find out about competitive salary, excellent benefits and potential for advancement.

We'll be interviewing on campus soon. See your placement office for interview dates, and additional information.

State Farm
INSURANCE

PUT THE MAGIC OF THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU!!

THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:
"Over 24 hours of formal classes
*A choice of working in retailing, attractions, hotels, or food services.
"Living with 100's of students from all over the Eastern U.S.A.
"Low Cost Housing *Earn College Credit

IDEAL FOR BUSINESS, RECREATION, FOOD SERVICE, & COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS!

Co-op Ed: The Competitive Edge
THREE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD GO:
1. Disney is one of America's Top Corporations--Cited in In Search of and Passion for Excellence!
2. A good work reference from Disney can greatly improve your chances for employment with any company upon your graduation from MSC.
3. There are abundant employment opportunities with the rapidly growing Disney Organization upon graduation from MSC.

DISNEY IS COMING TO MSC - BE THERE!!!!

WEDNESDAY FEB. 24 - 11 A.M. - 1 P.M.
ROOM 411 - 121 STUDENT CENTER

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
DR. JACK SAMUELS-EXT. 7073 OR
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION-EXT. 4426
When's the party over?

The college student's passionate love affair with the bottle has once again been put on hold indefinitely, so millions of Americans can grieve yet another alcohol-related death of a college student. This time it was an eighteen-year-old male student at Rutgers University who drank to the point of oblivion. According to one source, he was compelled to do so part of the initiation into a campus fraternity.

So, are we asking ourselves how many people have to die before something is done? Or should we be asking who is going to stand up and make sure it doesn't happen again? Somehow America's youth is caught up in a vicious pattern with no end and no beginning.

May a good place to start is with the freshman student entering college. For the first time, he/she is introduced to freedom and independence and at the same time overcome with feelings of alienation and isolation. This combination can backfire if not handled with the utmost care and sensibility.

That's when these young people are introduced to a fraternity. Membership in a fraternity guarantees acceptance and friendship on a campus where there are no childhood friends, no helpful adults, and sometimes little support from outside groups.

A young person in this situation will undergo any task to belong somewhere. He/she is ripe for hazing, a fact that fraternities can't help but notice.

But let's not overlook the pledge. Shouldn't an eighteen-year-old be able to listen to his/her own body? Is "belonging" such an integral part of college society that a student would rather die than not be a member of a frat? Have we forgotten that alcohol is a drug and not a party tool?

Perhaps all this comes back to the environment not only of a campus, but of society as a whole. People ought to prove themselves to others in order to belong somewhere. In order to prove themselves, they must don the mask of an emotionally secure person—and this can only be done through alcohol. They admire the movie world of glitz and glamour, a world where young adults admire the humor of movies like Animal House, where people drink and are secure—but never die from it.

But, of course, our generation is touted as being oriented towards instant gratification. We want everything, we want it now, and we don't want to pay for it. We are a generation of credit card holders, microwave dinner eaters, and convenience store shoppers. Is it any wonder that we like to insert ourselves into a social group without the bother of investing time in friendships?

---
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Playing political games

Every four years, the world can expect three things: February 29, leap year; an election for President of the United States; and the Olympics. Whether leap year is important to the world depends on the calendar in use. In the Soviet Union, a different calendar is used, so leap year is irrelevant. Groups using lunar cycle calendars also can skip concern for February 29.

For the presidential election, the world waits anxiously to see who the new leader of the "free world" will be. Unlike Americans, however, they do not need to endure the endless campaigning, rhetoric, and media hype involved in the process. The Olympics are a different story. Originally developed as a chance for the athletes in Greece to compete against each other, the Olympics are now an international extravaganza. The evolution of Olympic competition has resulted in a revolution in their international importance.

Over time, the world community has projected increasing political significance on the games. In 1968, in Mexico, Americans were appalled when black members of the American team were denied the opportunity to perform. In 1972, in Munich, Germany, all athletes were denied the chance to attend as long as Israel competes. Other countries have threatened to boycott the games for various reasons during the 1980s. Some nations were upset that South Africa was permitted to attend while the policy of apartheid was still in effect. Arab countries do not want to attend as long as Israel competes.

Politics were a regular feature of the Olympics in 1980, though. In response to Soviet activities, President Jimmy Carter declared that the United States Olympic teams would not attend the summer games in Moscow. Athletes who had trained and dreamed in hopes of being the best in the world were denied the chance to perform. In 1984, the Soviets and their allies decided to boycott the Summer Olympics in Los Angeles. They cited the lack of adequate security as the reason, but the world knew better. Additionally, reports on preparations centered more on the anti-terrorism security measures more than on the athletes and games themselves. Concern focused on the safety of the nuclear reactor equipment on the University of California-Los Angeles campus where the athletes were housed.

Other countries have threatened to boycott the games for various reasons during the 1980s. Some nations were upset that South Africa was permitted to attend while the policy of apartheid was still in effect. Arab countries do not want to attend as long as Israel competes. When the International Olympic Committee agreed to hold the 1988 Summer Games in Seoul, South Korea, the first question people asked was whether North Korea would attend. To their credit, the North Koreans decided to go.

Politics has spoiled the sportsmanship of the games. There is nothing wrong with rooting for the home team. Everyone was proud when the U.S. hockey team defeated the Soviets in the 1980 Winter Games. Boycotting over unrelated activities hurts the athletes who worked hard.

The Olympics should be returned to their original purpose of amateur athletic competition. When treated as such, they will probably aid efforts to increase international cooperation and trust. Until then, though, they will be just another pawn of geopolitical rivalries.

Oren L. Zeve is a freelance columnist and an MSC alumnus.
Cruelty to animals warrants boycott

To the editor:

If you asked most MSC graduating seniors where they would most like to work next year, how many would name an industry based on animal cruelty and seductive advertising? Sound ludicrous? Fred the Furrier doesn't think so, because his representatives will be recruiting at career services this Friday. And while Career Services is a fine organization which offers many vital services, I would encourage students to boycott representatives from the fur trade.

The fur industry has experienced astounding growth in recent years, with retail sales reaching $2 billion in 1986. Fred the Furrier, also known as The Fur Vault, represents the fastest growing retailer, with 11 stores in addition to Bloomingdale's outlets. Fred has led in the mass merchandising of furs with lower-prices pelts aimed at today's career woman.

Contrary to Fred's advertising, not every woman dreams of owning a fur coat, nor does every man see a fur as the perfect gift for his sweetheart. Increasingly, more people recognize the brutality and senselessness of killing animals for the sake of human vanity. They recognize the wearing of fur as a moral outrage—a symbol of man's pointless destruction and exploitation of other animal species with whom we share this planet.

Fred's company literature states that approximately 30 percent of his fur products are obtained by the leg-hold steel jaw trap. This device is so abhorrent that 65 nations have outlawed it, but only three states—New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Florida—have banned it. Its banning in New Jersey, a state with a significant wildlife population, was an emphatic message that the people of this state believe that raccoons, beavers, otters, and other fur-bearing species belong more to the life-respecting public than to profit-seeking trappers and furriers.

From 15 to 20 million animals are captured annually in the US by the steel trap, a barbaric device that ensnares its victim by violent steel jaws that clamp shut on the animal's leg, causing a protracted and agonizing death as the limbs are crushed and mangled. Many animals gnaw off their own limbs in the process. Can such a waste of life be justified by a frivolous and egocentric passion for glamour and ostentation?

Furriers would have the public believe that animals raised on fur ranches are humanely treated and killed. The truth is that minks, foxes, rabbits, and other animals are reared in dark, crowded wire mesh cages, without comfortable bedding, fresh air, or exercise. Confinement of these sensitive, active animals causes severe physical and psychological deprivation. No federal regulations govern the humane treatment or killing of ranch-raised fur-bearers. Methods of killing include poison, electrocution, carbon monoxide, and decompression.

Charles Darwin, who was the first to systematically document the physical, psychological, and emotional similarity of human and non-human animals, wrote about trapping, "Some who reflect upon this subject for the first time will wonder how such cruelty can have been permitted to continue in these days of civilization; and no doubt if men of education saw with their own eyes what takes place under their sanction, the system would have been put to an end long ago."

The fur business will survive and consumers will buy as long as it is seen as socially and morally acceptable. Let's say no to fur by boycotting Fred's Fur Vault and other purveyors of this most barbaric, reprehensible trade.

Mary Melville Ryan
graduate student/philosophy for children

Rob's remarks

Picture this: the brothers of a fraternity you are pledging invite you to a pledging ceremony, where you are to be officially inducted. Following your induction, the fraternity tells you to stay for a party in your honor.

The brothers set up a table in the fraternity house lined with 200 drinks. One brother stands up and shouts, "Welcome! We look forward to having great times with you guys. Now, drink until you're sick!"

What is hazing? To begin with, it is illegal. Title 2C of the NJ state statutes prohibits hazing on or off college campuses. Even so, many individuals are unclear as to what hazing entails.

The Fraternity Executives Association identifies hazing as physical, psychological, and emotional similarity of human and non-human animals, wrote about trapping, "Some who reflect upon this subject for the first time will wonder how such cruelty can have been permitted to continue in these days of civilization; and no doubt if men of education saw with their own eyes what takes place under their sanction, the system would have been put to an end long ago."
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The fur business will survive and consumers will buy as long as it is seen as socially and morally acceptable. Let's say no to fur by boycotting Fred's Fur Vault and other purveyors of this most barbaric, reprehensible trade.

Mary Melville Ryan
graduate student/philosophy for children

Rob's remarks

Picture this: the brothers of a fraternity you are pledging invite you to a pledging ceremony, where you are to be officially inducted. Following your induction, the fraternity tells you to stay for a party in your honor.

The brothers set up a table in the fraternity house lined with 200 drinks. One brother stands up and shouts, "Welcome! We look forward to having great times with you guys. Now, drink until you're sick!"

What is hazing? To begin with, it is illegal. Title 2C of the NJ state statutes prohibits hazing on or off college campuses. Even so, many individuals are unclear as to what hazing entails.

The Fraternity Executives Association identifies hazing as physical, psychological, and emotional similarity of human and non-human animals, wrote about trapping, "Some who reflect upon this subject for the first time will wonder how such cruelty can have been permitted to continue in these days of civilization; and no doubt if men of education saw with their own eyes what takes place under their sanction, the system would have been put to an end long ago."

The fur business will survive and consumers will buy as long as it is seen as socially and morally acceptable. Let's say no to fur by boycotting Fred's Fur Vault and other purveyors of this most barbaric, reprehensible trade.

Mary Melville Ryan
graduate student/philosophy for children

Image of students speaking
fun in the sun

There's more to fun in the sun

To the editor:

We’ve all had memorial summers, with vacation-time parties and lounges on the beach. Well, surprisingly enough, there is an experience that is better.

Last summer, we-T.J. Weir and I-spent our break from school in the vacation kingdom of the beautiful Florida beaches.

I worked on the fast-paced, high temperature Grand Prix Raceway. I found the training challenging and the job rigorous. Each working day, while wearing a typical raceway pit costume and steel-toed boots, I was responsible for carrying out many duties. My favorite part of the day was the time I spent actually working on the track. I learned how to “baby” the cars, stopping them by using the ingenious outside breaking system. In retrospect, I realize that it was one of the most rewarding experiences in my life.

While Paige was on the raceway, I spent my days in Frontier Land. That’s right, I worked on the world-famous Davy Crockett explorer canoes. With my coonskin cap, brown jeans, and moccasins, I guided guests down the rivers of America.

This job was, for me, the “perfect job.” I worked with guests and the other “Davies” on the dock was an experience I’ll never forget. Meeting friends from all over the country, Minnesota, Chicago, West Virginia and Kentucky—broadened my views on people from different areas of our country.

We know now that the time spent away from home was well worth it. We met people from all over the country, as well as the world. This opportunity broadened our minds and our futures. The memories will live in our hearts forever and also in the hearts of the people we shared it with!

The Walt Disney College Program representatives are going to be interviewing here at MSC. So, if you are ready for the fun and friendship involved with the experience, please attend the interview and information session.

T.J. Weir

senior/broadcasting
& Paige Albino

sophomore/communication studies

Parking situation unfair

To the editor:

I would like to register an appeal and complaint of a situation. On Dec. 14, I arrived on campus at about 6:45 p.m. I drove through the first two student lots for quite some time before leaving. I was informed that I drove further to the small lot behind the Student Center. As I drove past, I noticed cars parked along the yellow curb and in the spot where my car had been. The lot looked different.

To continue, I found someone who would give me a ride to the Security Office. I was told my car was there. When I arrived I was informed it was towed off campus! The security officer couldn’t offer me directions or any idea at all of where this towing station was located. I was also told that they towed 25 cars away that night. I can’t tell you how many more than that you see parked in restricted areas every night you attend this college. How do they pick and choose? Or should they? Maybe they should have towed everyone to be fair?

Do not even suggest parking in the quarry. Unless you’ve been there, you should understand what fear is. I leave the building at very late hours and I cannot walk that far from a building and feel safe. You don’t take a second chance after the first time it’s happened to you.

Now, I had to call my husband to inform you why I was so late. He couldn’t leave our sleeping children to pick me up. So I had to call my father to come and get me and take me to pick up my car. My father arrived and we had to drive to the Montclair Police Station to locate the towing service.

We finally arrived at the towing station and were informed it would cost me $70.00! And, there is a parking ticket on my car for $50.00! Why should I buy a new driving record? I have no record with the campus for illegal parking. It would be one thing if I ignored fines and not pay for parking for this year. When I was in the Security Office I noticed papers that they? Maybe they should have...

The volume of the an-...
"AND MISS REARDON DRINKS A LITTLE"

BY PAUL ZINDEL

FEBRUARY 24-27
AT 8:00 PM AND A MATINEE ON FEBRUARY 26
AT 2:15 FRIDAY

STUDENT CENTER
ANNEX
ROOM 126

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
893-5159
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE

PLAYERS IS A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF THE SGA
Personal.......

-Jeff - Thanks for covering for me and being my “big brother” until I return. You’re great! Liv, "sis."

-To Karen- The reason I’m following you is because I like you. A very good Nancy.

-To Colleen-Let us wear tight sweat pants and drug the ducks. Love, Nancy.

-Mr. Turtle- Looking forward to Cape May w/you. Please don’t wear me as a slipper. Lynn.

-Jimmy- Although you’re not my Valentine, I see your heart is made of gold. I think you should have as many valentines as Juliano’s has pizzas sold.

-Teddy- I don’t hate you. There are good memories. That’s all. Take care. Teddy.

-Jaimie- Happy Birthday! Love, the kids, S.B., J.B., and K.B.

-Jaimie- Happy Birthday to the best “big sister”! Thanks for everything! Luv ya, Eus.

-Sbob story, oh! Well guys, help me move on! Thanks Katie, Max, Randi, Gail, Denise, and Chris for being friendly and supporting me! I love you all.

-Cyn- You’re almost the big 20! You’ve been a great roommate! Your roommate.

-Danny (2A wing)- I’ve had my eye on you since the beginning, and now it’s time for us to meet. Get ready, here I come....

-Dan (Guido) P.- You are a nifty guy. Your bodyguard, Lucco Brazzi.

-Who is the shadow? From the real Mad Dog of Bohn.

-Hey Hugababe- You will regret this whole semester. Did you think you could get away with it?

-Spangler- You still alive? Waiting to find out. Give a call.

-Rich H.

-Manny- Give me a chance and I’ll refresh your memory, or better yet we can make new friends together. Black Leather.

-Manny- Forgot to give you a hint. I have blonde hair with green eyes. To find out more just use your imagination. Black Leather.

-Anyone interested in playing the laser game Photon- be alert for the upcoming voyage to planet Photon.

-Michelle (from Bloomfield)- Could it possibly be that you are the one normal, down-to-earth, non-bighair girl at MSC that I have met? Curious Dan.

-Donna-Marie- What do you mean by saying “I’ll cut out your picture”? If you only knew what I really felt. Perplexed Photo Guy.

-I’d like to thank Phaedra, Rob, and Sue for all their time. Also, a special thanks to Judi & Rob. Without all of you I wouldn’t have got it done. Thanks, George.

-Denise/Denise, Ron, Rob, Lori, Joyce, and Sarr- You guys are greater! Don’t ever change. Love, Denise.

-Angela 201C- I’ve seen you around campus and at the loop. You’re definitely one of my kind. An admirer.

-Dear Nymphs- Would you like something to eat or get between the sheets or contemplate the silent freeway? The Satyrs.

-To my so-called friends of AIX- If you can’t put up with when I have troubles then kiss my a---

-Annie- Don’t turn frat. brothers against each other. You’re not worth it.

-To Sherri- May it rain red C.B. jackets. Love, Gluck.

-Padding Head Jones- You’re my baby and I love you so much. Don’t forget it. Love Mr. Dinklepuss.

-I.S.- Did you like the rose?

-To Alicia- Happy Birthday. Finally you’re legal. From Denis, Miguel, Johnny, and the LASO crew.

-Happy Birthday Richie. From LASO.

-Cowboy- So glad our paths crossed in this crazy world called life. You mean the world to me. Hugs and kisses, Lil’ Sweetheart.

-Kare- Thanks for the card. Sorry I forgot, you know I am clueless at times. I hope you and Sal do great at the 7-11! Love, your roomie.

-Deanna- So happy “roommateship” has turned into a superb friendship. Best of luck to you always. Your roommate, Debbie.


-Mrs. Meier, Kath, and Barb- Thanks for a safe and happy trip. You deserve it. Love always, Kevin.

-To the babes in 203C. From the guy with a big, big heart... Hi! Missy B.- You’re a real cutie... Guess who?

-Mickey Mouse (Blanton T.J.)- Not one personal in three years! I guess its never too late to start. Or is it? M.

-To the Nymphs- Try some real men, not the guided. The boys of Blanton.

-To the girl who wore a yellow shirt to Criminology at 12 till I see you,” left much to be desired. Get a new book. Sin-Mike (WMSC d.j.)- Lines such as, “I’m counting the minutes till I see you,” left much to be desired. Get a new book.

—Dearest Bugaboo- Roses are red, violets are blue, without you I’d feel, like doo. Love, Buppie.

—Pizon- Just wanted to let you know that the other night was beautiful and I love you! —To Karen- The reason I’m following you is because I like you. A very good Nancy.

—Happy Valentine’s Day, Pal! Lylas, Dawn

—Pray for the girls in 606- Thank you so much for my ring. You are probably two of the most honest people at MSC.

—Radiators at MSC. March 8th. They’re hot!

—Happy Birthday to my favorite people at MSC. Love ya, puca.

—To all the new legislators- Congratulations and welcome aboard. Let’s have a fun-filled and productive semester. The Executive Board.

—Mike B. & Matt G.- The race is on. Who will finish first? Lots of guys are looking good, but the personal- you’re right, we’re gonna have a blast cruising. Love, Rich H.


—Happy Birthday to my favorite people at MSC. Love ya, puca.

—To all the new legislators- Congratulations and welcome aboard. Let’s have a fun-filled and productive semester. The Executive Board.

—Mike B. & Matt G.- The race is on. Who will finish first? Lots of guys are looking good, but the personal- you’re right, we’re gonna have a blast cruising. Love, Rich H.

—Spangler- You still alive?
**At the theatre**

**Milkwood commands stage**

By Jennifer G. Stelech

**Arts Editor**

The following review is from a dress rehearsal of Under Milkwood.

Dylan Thomas' poetic masterpiece, Under Milkwood, commands the stage of the Studio Theatre.

A study (director) Jennifer Russell lifts the small, bleak theatre to new heights. Her application of mime and poetry renders performances by the different cast members.

The course of the play spans one full day in the lives of 63 characters. It explores the relationships between the townpeople and their love of lives, with their Welsh town and with each other and with themselves. Men lust as a tong tramp, husbands and wives squabble and the reverend philosophises about life.

Carefully performed pantomimes are revealed as the characters knit, scrub floors and read letters. Their movements fool the mind and convince the imagination their actions are real.

Skillfully the characters emerge as a slinking cat, old men or young girls. The performers reflect the inner depth of the roles they play. With every transformation, details of past and present lives are explained.

For example, Maureen O'Dowd tears through the fabricated appearances of the characters, as the town prostitute, Polly Garter. Instead of a one-dimensional portrayal of the prostitute, she discusses the "Tom, Dick and Harry" of her life. In an a capella presentation, O'Dowd shares her deepest love, one which doesn't exist for men, but for her dead child.

Introducing new men and women between narrations is generally confusing. The performers and director are not at fault. Well-choreographed entrances into the scenes and well-metered rhythm maintain the flow of lines.

Linda Walsh narrates portions of the play with a confiding air. Her arrogant presentation is complimented by John Wooten, another narrator, who appears casual and offers a pleasant diction instead of a condescending tone.

**Weathers fantastic in Action Jackson**

By Tom Boud

Staff Writer

Police films in the 80's virtually have no limit as to what they can do. It is a wonder that anyone could make any cinematic difference between law enforcement and war.

Nothing comes close to this than Action Jackson, an unbridled orgy of chaos about one officer's attempt to bring down a well-connected power maniac who sees to it that the coroner gets plenty of overtime.

Carl Weathers is Jericho Jackson (nicknamed "Action Jackson"), a Detroit patrol sergeant whose overzealous use of force costs him his lieutenant's badge, he is a sergeant, his overzealous use of force cost him his lieutenant's badge, and we get a human character instead of totally emotionless strong arm tough.

His female companion Sydney-Vanity, is fair. What I didn't really care for is that Vanity's role is cast in poor light. She hardly talks about anything except hard drugs and sex and this vice-ridden attitude doesn't do her justice. Vanity sings magnificently but it would have been better to see some more depth of character.

Nelson is right on target. He is cold, ruthless, and always maintains an eerie disposition which is befitting for the kind of creep he plays. Nelson personifies evil in his voice and in his business-like manner of ordering cut throats about.

One thing for certain is that this picture will jolt you. Everything starts with a vividly glass-shattering high rise double take off and takes off from there.

The unRestrained bedlam is a real incentive for staying awake and ranges from the normal fistfight to sadistic flame thrower murders and hideous electrications. There is even a spectacular car chase that rivals the battleship New Jersey's destructive power.

However, the turmoil reaches ridiculous proportions as the movie rages on. In one scene, Jackson busts into Dellaplane's palatial place and proceeds to his lofty bedroom—with his sports car revving all the way up the stairs.

In another frame, Jackson takes a hapless crook and performs an act of double defecation. That is, he sends him red-eyed through the window to land through another window.

Director Craig Baxley went all out in his attempt to make Action Jackson the perfect action film but fell short of that goal. It was a riveting work but the mayhem was just too much and the plot gets predictable towards the end. Baxley sadly wasted Vanity's potential by preventing her from exhibiting any serious thought.

In spite of these oversights. Action Jackson is a good flick to see for excitement and adventure. It definitely deserves three stars.

**Time lapse**

By Karen Fedorock

Correspondent

When Kathleen Turner found herself reliving the past in Peggy Sue Got Married, her time traveling was unexplained. Turner's character fainted at her class reunion and woke up as a high school senior.

In the movie, Julia Julia (directed by Peter Del Monte and photographed by Giuseppe Rotunno) Turner similarly finds herself living two alternative realities. However in this movie the time traveling was not left up to the viewer's imagination. Like Peggy Sue, it was unexplained and completely confusing.

Turner plays the pluralized Julia of the title. In each role she works as a travel agent whose husband was killed in a car accident on their wedding day six years earlier. In other scenes her husband and son are very much alive and her co-workers don't recognize her.

The only link between these two worlds is a photographer, Daniel Owen, played by rock star Sting. When Turner plays Julia (the widow) the two are strangers who had met at the travel agency and are fairly attracted to one another. However, when Julia's husband is alive, they are obsessed lovers.

The time lapse between Julia's alternating lives is shown as they make love in Daniel's hotel room. Also there is the mystery of Daniel's photographic pictures and slides of Julia which haunts both her present and past lives.

Sounds interesting? Believe me it wasn't. The time tripping from Julia's past and present was so difficult to follow, several times the viewer wonders what year Julia is in.

The script was so poorly written, what I could hear over the misplaced laughter in the audience. And then of course, there are the sex scenes with Turner and Sting. One minute Julia would be cooking dinner and the next she would be rolling around with Sting. However, the movie made you think, "am I having a nightmare?"

Julia Julia was too long, and never got its missing point across until the last scene of the movie and it looked like it was produced by an amateur. On a scale of four stars, Julia Julia is in a cloudy sky with zero stars.

**Rock-n-Roll Corner**

Pasquale DiFulco

Those were good times, damn good times...You can bet David Lee Roth isn't missing his ex-bandmates. His newest, Skyscraper, has cracked the Billboard Top Ten after just two weeks and is climbing with a bullet...Class One Concerts that was using rock-n-roll on the MSC campus—has announced their first show of 1988. The Radiators will play Memorial Auditorium March 8 at 8 p.m. Tixes on sale Feb. 24; $9 w; MSC ID, $11 w/ID and 10. Sardine to open the evening and the band great Al Cone. He was 62...Thought he'd like to know Al-Mauj tops the Japanese charts this week with the hit Akina Nakamori...Now that Tiffany has burned up the mall circuit, what's next, soda shops?...Last week's trivia answer: Christopher Guest, Michael McKean, Harry Shearer and Rob Reiner created Spinal Tap. Thanks Nate, Scott and Dennis...D. Vanek: Who auditioned for The Monkees but was turned away because he had bad teeth?...Dot's all...
Enroll in School Daze

By Chriss Williams Correspondent

Depending upon whether or not you've seen the new ads or not, the promotion man, actor Spike Lee (Shelton J. Lee) was in the critically acclaimed film She's Gotta Have It. (If you haven't seen it, rent it.)

Well, Lee is back and his new movie School Daze is out. It's one of the most important movies to come along in a while.

Why? The answer is simple. Lee is committed to making movies with, by and for black people. Don't think that if you're not black you won't like this film; that's nonsense. Lee makes movies for a lost audience: Intelligent black people.

This audience has been waiting since A Soldier's Story to see their race portrayed in a decent manner. School Daze does this, and more.

School Daze is set in the S with at all-black Mission College. It takes place entirely over Homecoming weekend.

The movie focuses mostly on the tension among light-skinned blacks ("wanna be's"); as in wanna be white), and the dark-skinned blacks ("Jigaboos"). The "wanna be's" have straight or Jheri-curl hair, are Celtic fans, must have the color Purple and Soul Man ten times each, and sport blue/green contact lenses.

The dark-skinned blacks don't try to be something they're not. They're real.

The basic story is simple. Vaughn ("Dap" Dunlap, a dark-skinned black radical, is trying to get Mission College to divest from South Africa. Dap is played beautifully by Larry Fishburne.

His girlfriend Rachelle (Kymye), also dark-skinned, loves him she says, to think that the only reason he's dating her is "because I'm the darkest thing on this campus." She's right.

Meanwhile, Pee Wee (played by Lee) is on line for Gamma Phi Gamma. This fract, along with the sisters of The Gamma and The Rays are the epitome of the "wanna be's" at Mission College.

The problem is, Pee Wee is Dap's cousin.

Vaughn is mad at Pee Wee for pledging Gamma Phi because they're wanna be's. But, he loves Pee Wee enough to ask Gamma Phi's Pledge Master and President, Julian (Gary (The Color Lo Esposito) to see to it that Pee Wee "goes over."

Julian tells Pee Wee that he must lose his virginity before he goes over. In, what is my opinion, the funniest scene of the movie, Lee tries to "smooth" some ladies into "helping him out."

Throughout this "plot" there are a number of dance scenes. The finest, "Straight and Nappy," goes on too long, and just when you think it's over, it's not. The best and most memorable is "Da Butt."

"Da Butt" takes place Saturday night at the "Splash Jam," with the music supplied by the Washington D.C. go-go band El. "Da Butt" is "true" dirty dancing. It makes the dancing in Dirty Dancing look silly, choreographed, and stale.

The film has enough ideas and messages for an eight hour movie. Problem is, it's all squeezed into two. Nonetheless, I admire Spike Lee as a filmmaker, not for film style or technique but for film content. His film portrays blacks in a positive light. There are no drug users or dealers, rapists, or basic "criminal types" in School Daze.

The characters are motivated people that have goals. This is something rarely seen in the media today. So, is this a good movie? You're damn skippy it is.

Tube Talk

By Raymond Ecke Staff Writer

Greetings and salutations! I know you all are going to just want kick yourself in the head when you read this. Dan Aykroyd made a surprise appearance on last weeks Saturday Night Live. Aykroyd appeared since he's starring in The Blues Brothers.

The scene in question was in the ¿how's opening. Aykroyd was playing Al Franken,ари dark-skinned, is set to air next month at 11 p.m. on HBO.

It takes place entirely at Serra. It's about a number of dance scenes. The finest, "Straight and Nappy," goes on too long, and just when you think it's over, it's not. The best and most memorable is "Da Butt."

"Da Butt" takes place Saturday night at the "Splash Jam," with the music supplied by the Washington D.C. go-go band El. "Da Butt" is "true" dirty dancing. It makes the dancing in Dirty Dancing look silly, choreographed, and stale.

The film has enough ideas and messages for an eight hour movie. Problem is, it's all squeezed into two. Nonetheless, I admire Spike Lee as a filmmaker, not for film style or technique but for film content. His film portrays blacks in a positive light. There are no drug users or dealers, rapists, or basic "criminal types" in School Daze.

The characters are motivated people that have goals. This is something rarely seen in the media today. So, is this a good movie? You're damn skippy it is.

happenings

Under Milkwood

Dylan Thomas' poetic masterpiece Under Milkwood continues the 1987-88 Studio Theatre Series season at MSC.

The STS production of Under Milkwood opens Thursday, February 18 and runs through Saturday February 20. All performances will begin at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.

Seating is by general admission and there are no reservations accepted. The box office opens at 7:30 p.m. for ticket sales. Prices are: Standard, $2, MSC students with ID, $1. For further information call, 893-5326 or 893-4205, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Art Lecture

Richard Serra will present a free, day long discussion on Wed. Feb. 24 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in theCalcis Auditorium. Until noon, Serra will discuss a "Critique of an Outdoor Sculpture Project" in the Sculpture Studio. Following lunch, he will talk about "Major Concerns of Sculpture Today."

This discussion will encourage open participation by students, faculty, sculptors and the audience. After a brief intermission, Serra will present a slide show of his work, from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.

For more information call the School of Fine and Performing Arts at 893-7295.

Players Production

Players presents And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little at 8 p.m. Wed. to Sat. Feb. 24 to 27 and one matinee Feb. 26 at 2:15. Performances are in the Student Center, Room 126.

Tickets are $4.50 standard, $3.50 alumni, faculty and staff, and $2.50 students. For more information call 893-5112.

Opera Workshop

Edward Pierson directs, and Leon Hyman conducts a workshop production of The Magic Flute Fri. and Sat. Feb. 19 and Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium.

Admission is free. For more information call 893-5112.
cont. from p. 11

—To a certain Sigue Sputnik Fan- Sorry I molested you in public last week, but I find you irresistible. Hopefully Yours, the drunken junior.

—To the men of Senate- Absolutely no support. It will all be over on (LJSAT) Raoul Duke.

—Sure- I could see you. Can you see me? Love, LC.

—L- Hi P.

—Ice will make you melt.

—Kitty- Your baby blues make me melt, and the rest of you makes me tingle. XOXO A melting and tingling woman.

—Raisin- What happened to Chloe Rose- are you a party animal girl? Concerned MSC men.

—Eugene- Q: I think you are so smart. From Lady In Red.

—Kevin- The past 4 months and 5 months have been the best. Stay with me always. Remember 9-25-85, "I Can't Fight This Feeling." Love, Kelly.

—HRO- Interpersonal Awareness Weekend, March 4, 5, 6 (Fri-Sun). Come to Rm. 403 in the Student Center and find out more.

—Pre-Weekend Workshop Feb. 22, Mon. at 8:00 in Rm. 411 of the Student Center. Find out more about party animal girls.

—Puddin'- Head Jones- Surprise! Here's your personal.

—The three Morris- Three Monet- clair men are waiting to fulfill your destiny. If you are serious so are we. We will be waiting here at the office. 

—M.F.- Your next assignment will be hidden in a blue laundry bag. You can pretending to be.

—Dropby- If you need a friend, you know I'm here. I've been where you're at. Don't go it alone. We need you, you know. I'll help.

—Theta Kappa Chi- Because the kids count. So pledge Theta Kappa Chi.

—To the four soccer players who helped me with my car- just a thanks.


—Lilly- Table- Same time next Tuesday, you American kindajuy?

—To Beck, Rowe, and Krueger- No encore performances. Please. And may I make it to our 19th birthday. Love, Gluck.

—BSCU is selling tickets to the Apollo Theater!! See any BSCU commercials, please. And may we make a special, thanks for being there. Love, Laura, Joe, and Scott.

—1986 Mazda RX-7- Showroom condition, new, 7K miles, white w/ red interior, air, sunroof, alloy wheels, loaded, 5 spd., must sell, $11,500 neg. 226- 2688 anytime.

—Lost: Bear, male with red ribbon around neck. Acoosted approx. 2 weeks ago. Reward for info. on who kidnapped him. Contact Rich at 783-2059.


—Gag Reflex by John Paul.
Doc should strike out in arbitration hearing

By Kenny Peck

Doc should be docked

Dwight Gooden of the New York Mets went to salary arbitration last night to attempt to win a salary increase from his ballclub. Gooden's agent, Jim Neader, submitted a proposed salary of $1.65 million, while Mets' management was willing to give "Doctor K" $1.4 million for the upcoming season.

Gooden was 15-7 last year with a 3.21 earned run average and 148 strikeouts—on paper, an excellent season. But throw in the fact that Gooden missed approximately 11 starts because of a drug problem, and suddenly he isn't so praiseworthy.

It would be an absolute shame if Gooden wins this hearing. O.K., drug addiction is a disease, and Gooden did the right thing by seeking help. But to reward a guy who may have cost the team the pennant with his absence is ridiculous, especially if that person already earns $1.5 million.

Gooden has been quoted as saying, "If you look at the season I had, just the on-the-field thing, then it was a good year for me."

Couldn't you just see Gary Hart saying the same thing about the Donna Rice affair? "Geez, if you look at the past year for me, just the political thing, then it was a pretty good year for me."

The Mets are only asking Gooden to take a 6.7% pay cut, and he certainly wouldn't starve on a $1.4 million salary. Yes, he led the pitching staff in victories, but that was only because of the Mets' injury plague, which struck every starter with the exception of Ron Darling, who is taking a pay cut. It's something to think about.

On the inside corner?

Many people have inquired as to the meaning of "On the inside corner," so we decided to put the issue to rest. First off, you'll always find this column "on the inside corner" of the next to last page. Secondly, "on the inside corner" is a phrase in baseball for a strike on the inside part of the plate.

At the Meadowlands

This weekend at the Big M, we'll be looking for three horses: Shop Till Ya Drop, who won't pay much but seems to be in top shape; Rookie of the Year, who flashed good speed at both ends of his mile last week; and Tufanuf Twostep, who closed well from last place to gain the show spot last Friday.

Last week's selections: MacNamara Hanover won, paying $7.20; Millers Corner A won, paying $16.00; Tukey Rainbow finished third.

Gymnastics team readies for big meet

By Kenny Peck

The MSC Athletic Department is making final adjustments for the 1988 New Jersey Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (NJIAW) State Gymnastics meet, to be held this Sunday, February 21 at 2:00 pm in Panzer Gym.

Trenton State College, last year's winner with 163.95 total points, will be looking to make it four in a row, as the Lions have won the event every year since 1985.

The Indians, who have never won the meet, are showing strong improvements under new head coach, Jena Agusta. They will bring high scoring competition into the meet, with their best events being the floor and the vault.

Individual honors will come in the form of three medals per event (gold, silver and bronze), as well as three places in the all-around. There will also be a final team trophy for the highest team score.

Trivia Time-Out

Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered in the following issue.

If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer will be published in the next week's issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. Who won four gold medals in swimming at the 1976 Olympics?
2. Who was the only man to win both the Olympic pentathlon and decathlon in the same year?
3. Name the Olympic shot put gold medalist in 1952 and 1956.
4. How old was the oldest Olympic gold medal winner?
5. What Olympic gymnast received the first perfect score?

Answer to last week's stumper: Where is the annual world championship cow chip throwing contest held? Beaver, Oklahoma.

Submitting the correct answer was: Rob Gabriel.

This week's stumper: What one man won the downhill, giant slalom and slalom Olympic events in 1968?
The Monclarion has learned that MSC track coach Vic Mizzone will not be rehired for the 1988-89 season.

Mizzone, an MSC alumnus and Hall of Famer, has been the men's coach for the past three years, during which time he has developed 12 All-Americans.

A full-time position opened up when the Head Coach of the women's team, Michelle Willis, resigned to take the job of assistant athletic director at Temple University.

Mizzone was then asked to take over both teams on a part-time basis while a search was conducted to find one full-time coach for both the men's and women's teams for the 1988-89 season.

Team members feel Mizzone should be hired as the full-time coach based on his past record, and are questioning whether the search done by the selection committee was a fair one. They also contend that the issue of equal opportunity employment has played a monumental role in the outcome.

"The whole situation is ridiculous. Coach Mizzone has the support of everyone in the program except of those who run the program," said one team member. "I think there is a lot more to the story than what is being told.

MSC Athletic Director Greg Lockard wishes to withhold comment until an official announcement regarding the coaching position is made. He did say that the "searches done and hadn't been training for the quarter-mile distance.

"I was expecting Scott to run a 55 second quarter-mile," said the coach. "As it turned out, we wouldn't have won if he did."

Mizzone, in speaking of Field's record-setting performance, noted that he has "a handicap when racing against world-class competition, because he's running against guys on full scholarships with the best of indoor and outdoor facilities to train on.

"It's really amazing to me that he can run that well against these runners," continued Mizzone, "but that's just a tribute to Amod's dedication and hard work."

Finishing behind MSC in the relay was Columbia (3:29.29), Brooklyn College (3:30.20), Mommouth (3:31.30) and Stony Brook (3:31.84).

Runners impress at Vitalis meet

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

The MSC men's 1600 meter relay team captured first place in the Vitalis Olympic Invitational Meet Saturday at the Meadowlands Arena.

The relay team, consisting of Kyle Eady, Scott Langan, Godfrey Brown and Amos Field, covered the distance in 3:28.11.

Field later ran in the 500 meter IC4A Invitational against a formidable group of runners, finishing a fast closing second while setting a school record. He competed the race in 1:04.66, four tenths of a second behind the winner, Troy Simon of Manhattan.

Eady led off the relay race with a time of 53.5, and was followed by Langan (53.9), Brown (50.3), and Field (49.8), who snuck through on the inside to nail Columbia's Paul Mitchell.

Coach vic Mizzone called the victory the "highlight of our season thus far. To win a race in a world-class meet such as this, and in front of 11,000 people, it makes us feel great."

Langan's time was particularly surprising to Mizzone, as the junior had to fill in unexpectedly and hadn't been training for the quarter-mile distance.

"I was expecting Scott to run a 55 second quarter-mile," said the coach. "As it turned out, we wouldn't have won if he did."

Mizzone, in speaking of Field's record-setting performance, mentioned that he has "a handicap when racing against world-class competition, because he's running against guys on full scholarships with the best of indoor and outdoor facilities to train on."

"It's really amazing to me that he can run that well against these runners," continued Mizzone, "but that's just a tribute to Amod's dedication and hard work."

Finishing behind MSC in the relay was Columbia (3:29.29), Brooklyn College (3:30.20), Mommouth (3:31.30) and Stony Brook (3:31.84).

Women's Swimming

Senior swimming standout, Gail Meneghin, took complete control of the Metropolitan Championships this weekend as the women's swim team earned a fourth place finish.

Meneghin won two gold on day one, three on day two, and two more on the final day for a total of seven. Three of the seven medals came in individual events, while the remaining four came as a result of relay wins. Meneghin, who had qualified for the NCAA Championships in the 100-yard breaststroke with a time of 1:08.65 on day one of the meet, later qualified for the 200-yard breaststroke by completing the event in 2:32.82. Kim Muller also swam well at the meet, as she placed second in the 200-yard backstroke and won the 100-yard backstroke in a time of 1:04.67. Muller was also part of the four winning relay teams, along with Tabitha Jacobs, who finished second in the 200-yard freestyle (2:04.42).

Upcoming meets: Thurs.-Sat., March 10-12, NCAA Division III Championships.

What's What in MSC sports

Women's Swimming

Senior swimming standout, Gail Meneghin, took complete control of the Metropolitan Championships this past weekend as the women's swim team earned a fourth place finish. Meneghin won two gold on day one, three on day two, and two more on the final day for a total of seven. Three of the seven medals came in individual events, while the remaining four came as a result of relay wins. Meneghin, who had qualified for the NCAA Championships in the 100-yard breaststroke with a time of 1:08.65 on day one of the meet, later qualified for the 200-yard breaststroke by completing the event in 2:32.82. Kim Muller also swam well at the meet, as she placed second in the 200-yard backstroke and won the 100-yard backstroke in a time of 1:04.67. Muller was also part of the four winning relay teams, along with Tabitha Jacobs, who finished second in the 200-yard freestyle (2:04.42). Upcoming meets: Thurs.-Sat., March 10-12, NCAA Division III Championships.

Wrestling

At the Metropolitan Conference Wrestling Championships at Farleigh Dickinson University in Teaneck, MSC finished third out of 18 schools with a 96.75 cumulative score. Nationally ranked Karl Monaco captured his third Met Championship as he pinned Rich Venuto of Trenton State in 2:08, while Pete Georgoutsos (177) won his weight class by default. In the 126 pound division, Pete Gonzalez decisioned Trenton State's John Fagan, 7-3, take that class. Upcoming matches: Sat., February 27, NJAC Championships, TBA.

Men's Basketball

The Indians fell to 17-7 over­ all, and 7-4 in conference play, last night, 61-54, in a New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) matchup.

"It was a very physical game," said the coach. "The whole situation is rid­ diculous. Coach Mizzone has the support of everyone in the program except of those who run the program," said one team member. "I think there is a lot more to the story than what is being told."

MSC Athletic Director Greg Lockard wishes to withhold comment until an official announcement regarding the coaching position is made. He did say that the "searches done and hadn't been training for the quarter-mile distance.

"I was expecting Scott to run a 55 second quarter-mile," said the coach. "As it turned out, we wouldn't have won if he did."

Mizzone, in speaking of Field's record-setting performance, noted that he has "a handicap when racing against world-class competition, because he's running against guys on full scholarships with the best of indoor and outdoor facilities to train on."

"It's really amazing to me that he can run that well against these runners," continued Mizzone, "but that's just a tribute to Amod's dedication and hard work."

Finishing behind MSC in the relay was Columbia (3:29.29), Brooklyn College (3:30.20), Mommouth (3:31.30) and Stony Brook (3:31.84).

What's What in MSC sports

Women's Swimming

Senior swimming standout, Gail Meneghin, took complete control of the Metropolitan Championships this past weekend as the women's swim team earned a fourth place finish. Meneghin won two gold on day one, three on day two, and two more on the final day for a total of seven. Three of the seven medals came in individual events, while the remaining four came as a result of relay wins. Meneghin, who had qualified for the NCAA Championships in the 100-yard breaststroke with a time of 1:08.65 on day one of the meet, later qualified for the 200-yard breaststroke by completing the event in 2:32.82. Kim Muller also swam well at the meet, as she placed second in the 200-yard backstroke and won the 100-yard backstroke in a time of 1:04.67. Muller was also part of the four winning relay teams, along with Tabitha Jacobs, who finished second in the 200-yard freestyle (2:04.42). Upcoming meets: Thurs.-Sat., March 10-12, NCAA Division III Championships.

Wrestling

At the Metropolitan Conference Wrestling Championships at Farleigh Dickinson University in Teaneck, MSC finished third out of 18 schools with a 96.75 cumulative score. Nationally ranked Karl Monaco captured his third Met Championship as he pinned Rich Venuto of Trenton State in 2:08, while Pete Georgoutsos (177) won his weight class by default. In the 126 pound division, Pete Gonzalez decisioned Trenton State's John Fagan, 7-3, take that class. Upcoming matches: Sat., February 27, NJAC Championships, TBA.

Men's Basketball

The Indians fell to 2-19 with the loss. Upcoming games: Sat., February 27, NJAC Championships, TBA.

Women fall to Trenton

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

The MSC women's basketball team lost to Trenton State last night, 61-54, in a New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) matchup.

The Indians fell to 17-7 overall, and 7-4 in conference play, with the loss.

Senior co-captain Nancy Phillips led MSC with 18 points.

"It was a very physical game," Head Coach Jill Jeffery said afterward. "We made a lot of key steals, but we didn't capitalize on them, and that was a major problem."

Sue Ehrmann also played well for MSC, as she made 7 of 11 shots from the field and pulled down eight rebounds.

The Indian conference playoff picture looks like this: if Stockton State beat William Paterson last night, Stockton State is in the playoffs; if William Paterson won last night, MSC could gain a playoff spot with a win at William Paterson Friday night.

Schaaap to speak

By Mary Carlomagno
Correspondent

Dick Schaap, who among other things is an Emmy award winning broadcaster, a sports journalist, and an acclaimed author, is coming to MSC.

Schaap, a national correspondent for ABC News, will be speaking March 16 in a program entitled "Jock Lit: Writing About Sports."

The program is sponsored by the English Department through the Challenge Grant. Dr. Rita Jacobs, English Department chairperson, is optimistic about the program.

"I think he is an exciting speaker to have, as he can bring together various groups of people interested in journalism, broadcasting or sports," Jacobs said.

"The diversity of Schaap's career will hopefully lend itself to a huge audience," Jacobs continued, "and it will be a chance for students to share information around one speaker."